
Some thoughts before you start…

In times of crisis and fast paced change, we
are understandably faced with questions,
some of which we might not know the answer
to at this time. It is important that we cut
through the noise and focus on the needs of
our business plan, and in doing so we are
likely to make some assumed truths.  

We believe that ‘the future is already here, it’s
just unevenly distributed’ so it is likely that
other people, organisations and sectors have
faced the challenges that you are now facing.
Some desk research to explore your challenge
will stand you in good stead. 

Tool 3 // Assumed Truths 
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Tool 3 // Follow these 5 steps  

Identify your ‘assumed truths’. You could do a

force-ranking exercise or vote amongst your team

to thin the list out and focus down.

Choose a small number that are most relevant (e.g 3-

5, no more) to examine more closely and formulate a

response.

Think about opportunity, careful management, or

material changes in approach.

Outline your response as an organisation. Avoid 

 the temptation towards narrative - set a word

limit (100 words max)

Communicate, share and test these assumptions.

EXAMINE 

SCOPE

RESPOND

COMMUNICATE,
SHARE AND TEST 
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ASSUMED TRUTHS
WE'RE FOCUSSING ON  

OUR RESPONSE AS AN ORGANISATION IS 
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OUR RESPONSE AS AN ORGANISATION IS 

People have developed a new

familiarity with their

neighbourhood

Workplaces and practices will

need to be modified

There has been a big shift to

digital

People will have less

disposable income

To assume phased return of staff by mid Sept. Office layout to sort –

opportunity to implement access changes we’ve been thinking of. Sort

cleaning, waste & check ventilation

To pay more attention to flow between online & offline interactions.  Consider

digital alongside live from the beginning with new projects

To build on our 3 strongest community partnerships & prioritise

communicating our local impact

Not to cut our prices back (can’t afford to); strategy is to ensure great quality

instead. Focus on returning customers. Cross subsidise concessions.
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